HOME FURNISHINGS!

Rolltop, computer, study or corner __
These are nice to have in a room without any overhead lighting
A __ can be used for seating at a dining or picnic table
Babies can sit on a high one; adults use ones with or without arms
A __ or coffer can hold clothes, bedding, weapons or food
A __ can also be called a sofa, divan or settee
A type of chair without a back or arm rests; can have three legs or four
The type of table usually placed in front of a couch or sofa
A small baby might sleep in a __ before a crib
Some dining room tables have ___ that can be added or removed
Upright, baby, and baby grand are types of __
A folding __ is decorative and can help partition a large space
A __ table often has bright lights to help with putting on make up
__ is a French word for a wardrobe, which is a standing closet
If two children share one room they might sleep in a __ __
Medicine, display, filing, curio, or china __
A dresser is also known as a chest of __ or bureau
An __ is upholstered and can also be called a footstool or hassock
A place where bibliophiles keep their reading material
A __ in a dining room can also be called a buffet or sideboard
In the __ of a house there may be a hall tree or hatstand
A futon is a type of bed in the __ style
A couch that seats two people cozily
A padded and upholstered chair that can be very relaxing to sit on
If you like to sit and eat on your patio, a large __ is good for shade
A __ on a bed can be decorative or functional with shelves or storage
This type of table can hold your lamp and alarm clock
An __ center holds your TV and stereo equipment
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